Versatility of spaces
The pandemic has brought new challenges for teams this year,
and preventing illness in the workplace while providing flexible
spaces for those in shared environments is top of mind with
KLEIN. Through these diﬀicult times, we are pushed to innovate
and reimagine how we design for health and wellbeing.
Together, good interior design, a balanced workplace, comfort and
sustainability all make up a desirable and eﬀicient place to work.
They also oﬀer a range of benefits, from privacy, flexibility and
better team communications, to promoting innovation and
productivity while saving space.
Great designs are grounded in the right materials and products;
the transparency of glass and the timeless warmth of wood panels
serve to make LIGNEA a unique, functional, and eye-catching
option for oﬀice spaces and interiors.

LIGNEA
YEARS
EXPERIENCE

Discover a range of configurations and unique elements of the
LIGNEA system that will provide diverse choices for your
project, as well as easy and intuitive installation.

LIGNEA structures spaces with a continuos
glass front and elegant wood doors. The beauty
of harmonious contrast between two unique
materials.
Exposed installation onto ceiling.
Fast and intuitive assembly for eﬀicient
implementation:
Bottom track in a double “L” shape for
easy frontal insertion of the fixed glass.
T and L-joints for 90º junction setups.
Supports fixed glass measuring 5/8".
Supports up to 220 lbs per sliding wood
panel, measuring between 1 3/8” and 1 3/4”
thick.

NETWORK
WORLDWIDE

5
YEARS
WARRANTY

Anonodized tracks available in Silver and
Matte Black.
Door brake: KSC, KLEIN Soft Closing Smooth, controlled closing. Suports panels
starting at 29 1/2” wide.

MADE IN
EUROPE

We will provide you with the guidance from the
inception of the idea until its implementation !

Return glass connectors
and Tracks
LIGNEA's T and L connectors allow you to
design some small return panel, full length
glass return walls, and even 4 sided glass
enclosure. They connect the main glass front
with our extra track for fixed glass return.
Add a Track as a vertical frame to enhance the
sleek design of the project!

Accesories that
enhance versatility
combining connectors and tracks.

CONNECTOR "T" 3 WAYS
For extra fixed glass

CONNECTOR "L" 2 WAYS
(right)
For extra fixed glass

CONNECTOR "L" 2 WAYS
(left)
For extra fixed glass

Track for Vertical Frame
For fixed glass

Extra Track for
Return Glass Panel

*Available in black and silver colors *Available in black and silver colors

A world of
conﬁgurations

OPTIONAL CONFIGURATION 1
Partition with Fixed Glass and Wooden sliding doors

To obtain this configuration
is required:
- 1 Kit (Track and Set of Acc.)

Each of your projects is different.
LIGNEA makes them possible.

OPTIONAL CONFIGURATION 2
Partition with Wooden sliding doors and Fixed Glass, vertical frames and T return glass

To obtain this configuration
is required:
- 2 Kits (Track and Set of Acc.)
- 3 vertical frames
- 1 “T” connector
- 1 extra return glass track

“Maximum level of personalization thanks to
different track colors and wood ﬁnishes”.

OPTIONAL CONFIGURATION 3
Corner Partition with Wooden sliding doors and Fixed Glass, vertical frames and L return glass

To obtain this configuration
is required:
- 1 Kit (Track and Set of Acc.)
- 2 extra return glass tracks
- 2 vertical frames
- 2 “L” joints
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